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Announcement of Strategic Alliance Agreement 
 

We are privileged to announce that Japan Valuers (Myanmar) Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to it as “JVM”) 
have incorporated to a strategic alliance with WIN Consulting Ltd (hereinafter referred to it as “WCL”). 
Japan Valuers Myanmar was founded by Hiroyuki Isobe who has been actively engaged in real estate 
valuation since 1978 and our company is the first Japanese real estate counseling firm in Myanmar for the 
purpose to provide with various valuation and advisory services. JVM has been dedicated to a wide variety 
of property valuation and counseling services for those local/overseas institutional and individual clients 
including developers, investors, banks, arrangers, public institutions and others. The request purposes are 
also varied from those securitizations to M&As, NPLs, corporate revitalizations, financial reporting, and 
the real estate related decision‐making analyses. Since 2016 onward, we have been actively aiming at 
structuring a global network that enables us to give solutions for more globalized clients’ business fields. 
Recently, in particular, JV started to enhance the arms into local community to be correspondent with the 
clients’ needs. 
 

1. Background 
Myanmar’s Real GDP is expanding year by year, and the annual growth is estimated to be 6.6% by 
IMF statistics in 2019. Myanmar now has the fastest-growing economy in ASEAN and is seen as a 
source of regional strength and a destination of opportunity. Further liberalization is planned, 
international investment is expected to remain strong and domestic economy is becoming 
increasingly efficient. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Myanmar was on the rise even after the 
new investment law was enacted on October, 2017 to provide simpler procedures and 
decentralize tax collection.  
On the other hand, overseas corporations and investors eye Myanmar for its geopolitical strength 
of Myanmar. While ASEAN pursues economic unification ideally in 2015, when looking at ASEAN 
as a unified region, Myanmar works as the gateway to Indian Ocean Myanmar has a strategic 
location near major Indian Ocean shipping lanes. For travelling overland from Thailand, Vietnam, 
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Cambodia and Laos where plants and industrial facilities are accumulated, to Indian Ocean, 
Myanmar takes an important geographical role. 
 

2. Outline of Alliance 
(1) JVM to pursue the project management, public relation and marketing activities of Global 

network in Japan and the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, referrals of real estate services 
of WCL, joint work for projects, holding seminars for research and study in the Republic of the 
Union of Myanmar. 

(2) WCL to pursue the project management, public relation and marketing activities of Global 
network in the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, referrals of real estate services of JVM, 
joint work for projects, holding seminars for research and study in the Republic of the Union 
of Myanmar. 

(3) Cooperation for the assignments of consulting and property valuation. 
(4) Exchange of information to contribute higher level of valuation services; and 
(5) Exchange of resources to contribute each valuer’s skills, knowledges and experiences. 

 
3. Outline of WIN Consulting Ltd 

WIN Consulting Ltd (U Win Tin, Founder and Chairman) was established in 1958 and it has been 
leading the Myanmar Auditing field for 58 years. WIN Consulting Limited (WCL) is a sister Firm of 
Win Thin & Associates (WTA), Certified Public Accountants, which is one of the largest 
professional service firms of over 58 years’ standing in Myanmar rendering professional services 
such as tax, accounting, auditing, audit investigation, formation of companies and firms, 
liquidation and winding-up proceeding etc. 
WCL (Formerly Win Thin Consulting Limited) was incorporated in order to take over the various 
consulting services handled by the now de-registered SGV- Win Thin Consulting Limited (joint 
venture company between SGV & Co., of the Philippines and WTA) and to extend its services to 
various accounting matters legally permitted under the law. 
 

4. Outline of Japan Valuers (Myanmar) Co., Ltd. (JVM) 
JVM was established in 2016 as the first Japanese valuation firm in Myanmar. Though still young, 
we have been working for not only Japanese/overseas companies but also local entities in the 
field of asset valuation.  
JVM (Hiroyuki Isobe, Founder and Managing Director) aims to be a credible expert corps in the 
field of real estate, based on flexible thinking and broad energy to take actions. Based upon long 
experiences in appraisal/valuation fields in Japan as well as many countries, we structure 
valuation framework correspondent to the needs from clients promptly and widely. We also aim 
to develop the timely and proper / fair valuation services in liaison with the local experts. At the 
same time, we aim to be responsible for enlightening the local society where “property valuation 
system” has not been yet familiar with. We believe that the knowledge infrastructure of the 
valuation will provide further stability of the market in the country of Myanmar. We are to 
become an organization that our "Existence" itself is appreciated in the society. The purpose of 
our work is to contribute one's decision‐making process through deriving "The Optimum 
Solution". The subject of our work is "People's Life Space" embodied by the combination of human 
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and natural resources. We respect the "Modesty" where we always ask why‐questions to 
ourselves. We become "True Specialists" who are capable of untangling the complicated 
problems. We appreciate both "Power of Individuals" and "Excellence of Teamwork", and achieve 
mutual growth. 
  

5. JVM’s Existing Global Network (for reference) 
Japan Valuers Co., Ltd. (Japan)      http://www.japanvaluers.com  
Japan Valuers (Cambodia) Co., Ltd. (Cambodia)    http://www.jvcambodia.com 
International Realty Valuation, Inc    http://www.irvaluation.com/ 

Headquarter: San Diego, CA, U.S.A. Founded in 2013. 

Co‐founders:  Hiroyuki Isobe, CREA, CRE, FRICS 
Lance W. Dore, MAI, FRICS 
Oscar J. Franck Terrazas, CRE, FRICS 
Joseph C. HO, HKIS Fellow, FRICS, HKBVF Registered Business Valuer 

Registered Real Estate Appraiser in China 
Affiliates and Coverage: 
U.S.A. / WEST COAST | U.S.A. / SOUTHEAST / CARIBBEAN 
MEXICO/ LATIN AMREICA | JAPAN / ASEAN 
HONG KONG / CHINA | NIGERIA / RWANDA 
DUBAI / MIDDLE EAST / NORTH AFRICA | RUSSIA | NICARAGUA 
PACIFIC ISLAND COUNTRIES 

 

6. Further Development 
We truly believe that this partnership will bring benefit for our clients with more access to high 
quality work of appraisal/valuation services and auditing services in accordance with the 
international standard. Additionally, we aim to help local professionals conforming with latest 
global standard so that the Myanmar business community can increase the international 
recognition further. 
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